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NextWave Insurance: Powerful forces shaping the industry’s future
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The EY NextWave vision represents our global perspective on the most powerful trends and forces shaping the industry’s future. Based on 
collaborative ideation workshops with EY practitioners focused on life, group, health and retirement insurance, we believe these are:

The changing 
customer context

New realities of work and 
retirement

Regulatory shifts Macroeconomic uncertainty

Tech and data disruptions

Purpose, long-term value and 
ESG

► Reimagine core value propositions and 
product offerings.

► Rethink how value is delivered.

► Retool the tech and data environment 
for the age of ecosystems.

What do these forces mean 
and how can you navigate 
them? 



The changing customer context
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Unprecedented market conditions and evolving customer needs are highlighting a growing capability gap insurers need to close

Significant market forces affecting insurers … … to meet evolving customer needs 

► Emerging disruptive technologies, shifting lifestyles and societies

► Turbulent macroeconomic and geopolitical landscape

► Distinct needs of those most financially impacted

► Climate change, cyber threats, and social and demographic changes 
leading to societal upheaval

► Impact of inflation on indemnity and expense costs

► Increase in cost of car parts, property and employment

► Regulatory pressures such as fair pricing and consumer duty

► Return of claims frequency
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Connected journeys through devices and purchases

Convenience as a design element

Hyper-personalisation and relevance of product 
offerings

Insurers as knowledge providers, risk managers, 
and corporate citizens



The digital insurer of the future needs to bring together a diverse set of capabilities in a 
customer-centric business model and technology ecosystem
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Sales and service

95% Claims

Integrated customer comms and 
targeted campaigns
Personalised communications across all 
channels.  Sophisticated digital channel 
deflection through extensive live chat, 
telephony deflection and extensive 
knowledge base for customers and 
agents.

Comms and engagement

IT infrastructure
Leveraging the flexibility and reach of a tech ecosystem 
to orchestrate highly automated customer journeys and 

draw on extended insurer capabilities by tap into a diverse 
partner network.

Data-driven decisioning
Specialist agent interactions by exception 

Embedded emerging tech capabilities such as GenAI to drive 
content generation and augment customer journeys and 

agent capabilities to optimise customer experience.

Product proposition and pricing

Mature product and pricing architecture 
with the flexibility and scalability to 

deploy new products and propositions 
within weeks.

Contacts originating 
online

<5% Contacts originating via 
telephony

80%+ Digital self-serve 
coverage

<£3 Resource cost per 
policy

0.6 Customer contacts per policy

2.4 Live chat concurrency

intra-dayPricing  and Underwriting 
footprint changes

weeksNew product development/
enhancements

50%+ Electronic first notice of loss (FNOL) 
adoption

<8hrs Simple claim straight-through 
processing (STP)

80%+ Claims digital self-serve coverage
Product 

proposition 
and pricing
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Agent 
intervention

Self service

Frictionless 
customer 
journeys
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Price 
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Integrated 
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tech 
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Key capabilities for the NextWave
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On the road to 2030, winners in the life and health insurance and retirement markets will drive change across every part and at every level of the business — from strategy 
and leadership to people and talent, from data and technology to core functions and operations. After all, insurers are looking to transform nearly everything — what they 
offer, why it’s valuable to customers, how it’s distributed and who sells it, and when and where they engage with the market.

01

Product, service 
and experience 

innovation

02

Distribution 
model agility

03

Talent flexibility

05

Upgraded and 
streamlined IT 

architecture

06

Operational 
excellence 
across the 
enterprise

07

M&A and 
capital 

management 
strategies

04

Impactful 
marketing and 

enhanced 
service



EY | Building a better working world

EY exists to build a better working world, helping to create 
long-term value for clients, people and society and build trust in the capital markets.

Enabled by data and technology, diverse EY teams in over 150 countries provide trust through 
assurance and help clients grow, transform and operate.

Working across assurance, consulting, law, strategy, tax and transactions, EY teams ask better 
questions to find new answers for the complex issues facing our world today.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the member firms of Ernst 
& Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a 
UK company limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients. Information about how EY 
collects and uses personal data and a description of the rights individuals have under data 
protection legislation are available via ey.com/privacy. EY member firms do not practice law 
where prohibited by local laws. For more information about our organization, please visit ey.com.

Ernst & Young LLP

The UK firm Ernst & Young LLP is a limited liability partnership 
registered in England and Wales with registered number OC300001 
and is a member firm of Ernst & Young Global Limited.

Ernst & Young LLP, 1 More London Place, London, SE1 2AF. 

© 2023 Ernst & Young LLP. Published in the UK.
All Rights Reserved.

UKC-030805 (UK) 09/23. Creative UK.

ED None

Information in this publication is intended to provide only a general outline of the subjects covered. It should 
neither be regarded as comprehensive nor sufficient for making decisions, nor should it be used in place of 
professional advice. Ernst & Young LLP accepts no responsibility for any loss arising from any action taken or not 
taken by anyone using this material. 
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